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1. Introduction
This paper describes work carried out to verify the Hybrid MAC Protocol proposed by Ken Biba
(Ref 1) and to investigate the performance of the protocol in the presence of channel noise and
hidden nodes.
This protocol uses handshaking between two nodes on the network to negotiate for channel
bandwidth for the transmission of larger data packets. The protocol has received a lot of interest
because of the following reasons:•

the protocol is inherently simple to understand

•

the protocol can be used for synchronous and asynchronous services with almost
equal ease.

•

the protocol takes into account the problem of hidden nodes.

•

the protocol can be said to be tried and tested since it is very similar to the protocol
used on Apple networks.

In fact, a version of this protocol is being used for an experimental system (see Ref 2).

2. The Model
The model was constructed using Extend vI.I n graphical modelling package running on Apple
Macintosh™ computers. This involved writing custom blocks to perform collision detection, biterror-rate calculations and to implement the protocol being tested.
The model is constructed from the following basic functional areas:Contribution
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•

10 identical packet generators. Each packet contains a source address, destination
address and a length value.

•

10 identical protocol blocks. This block, or set of blocks, simulates the access
protocol to the medium.

•

blocks to simulate the shared medium. This involves concentrating the packets from
all the sources into a single stream.

•

blocks to simulate the medium at the receiver. This contains blocks to detect
collisions and to apply bit-error-rate calculations.

Each of these areas in the model will be discussed in turn using a diagram of the blocks used taken
directly from the model. Any assumptions made will also be described.

2.1 The Packet Sources
The model consists of 10 identical packet generators as shown below.
CPU #1
Packet Gen

Set Dest Addr

Set Src Addr

v

TxRate

The packet generator generates packets at random time intervals based on a mean interval supplied
via the terminal labelled 'I'. The distribution used for these intervals is exponential. In the
diagram, the mean value is derived from a single point in the model to make it easier to vary the
packet rate.
The next pair of blocks give the generated packets a destination address. In this model, the
destination address is generated randomly such that each source will randomly select any of the
other stations as the destination for the packet.
The final pair of blocks give [he packet a length and a source address. The length is generated
randomly such that 60% of the packets are 1000 bits long and 40% are 5000 bits long. These
values are those used by Ken Biba in his his earlier paper (see Ref 1) and were used to provide
some degree of commonality with his results, but other combinations are possible.

2.2 The Protocol Blocks
In the Hybrid MAC protocol, a custom block was written to contain the protocol logic for both
transmit and receive. This block is shown below:-
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Set Src Addr

J

Tx Rx

o Tr:Y' BitRate

Tp1

Src1 Clr
ChanBusy1

This block handles the transmission of packets received from the packet generator and also listens
to all the packets on the network.
The connectors on this block are as follows:Fb

this input accepts all packets currently on the network.

B

the Busy Channel flag. If active, transmission of RTS packets is inhibited.

P

an input used to determine the packet length used for RTS,
The model assumes that these packets have the same size.

Tp

this output supplies a value which is the achieved bit rate in bits per second. This bit
rate is calculated only for DATA packets and gives the network: speed perceived by
any application interfacing with the MAC and so takes into account the MAC
protocol overhead.

T

this input connector determines the bit rate used by the system.

D

this output supplies the normalised packet delay for DATA packets only. This
normalised packet delay is normalised with respect to the packet transmission time
so that a delay of 1 means that a packet crossed the network with a delay equal to its
transmission time.

L

this output supplies the number of packets currently waiting to be transmitted. The
internal transmit queue length is limited to 10 packets to prevent memory problems
at loads greater than the maximum network load where the transmit queue could be
of infinite length.

crs and ACK packets.

In implementing the protocol block, the following changes were made to the protocol described in
IEEE 802.11/91-92:•

the crs, DATA and ACK packets have destination and source addresses. This is
needed to resolve ambiguities which can arise in a real network.
For example, if two stations transmit an RTS packet simultaneously to a third
station, if the receiving station only receives one of them, it will transmit one crs
packet. Since both senders will see this packeL, in the protocol as described in
IEEE 802.11/91-92, both senders would believe that they were being requested to
send a DATA packet, so causing an immediate collision. By using a destination
address both stations can determine who is being permitted to transmit. This
change means that the RTS, crs and ACK packets will be the same size.
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when an RTS packet is sent by a station, it waits until a crs frame is received, an
RTS from another station is heard or the retransmission timer times out.
When anolher RTS is recei ved, the tran mitter desists from transmitting until the
end of the requested time slot. Then the station will retransmit after a random delay
of up to M RTS packet Iransmission periods.

If no crs is received and there is no other channel activity, the RTS is transmitted
after a fIxed period of N RTS periods plus a random delay of M RTS packet
periods. The fIxed part of the retransmission period is allow time for the receiving
station to reply. The variable {lart is needed to prevent two stations, attempting to
send RTS packets simultaneously, from colliding again.
•

when a DATA packet is sent by a station, it waits for a period of time equal to the
transmission time of the DATA packet plus N times the transmission time of the
ACK period. If no ACK is received after this time, the station will attempt to
retransmit the DA".;.r\ l'acket starting with the RTS packet. Because the transmitter
will attempt transmission soon after the end of its time slot, the station is
effectively given priority over other stations.

In a real system, the number of retransmission attempts for a given DATA packet would be limited.
In the current model, M is set to 10 and N is set to 2 and retransmissions are carried out until the
DATA packet has been delivered.

2.3 The Shared Medium
In the model, the medium is represented by block used to concentrate the packets into a single
stream and then to generate copies of each packet for the receiver section of each station.
To receivers

From sources
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The first three blocks combine the output from the packet generator into a single stream. The
packets are then delayed for a short time to simulate the network propagation delay. Finally each
packet is duplicated and a single copy is sent to each receiver (NOTE: to fit the diagram onto the
page, one of the outputs from this block has been omitted).

2.4 The Receivers
The following set of blocks attempts to simulate the receiver hardware in a station and also takes
care of detennining which stations are in range.
Usage 1
Busy1

r

se~f::e ~

CoIIFIg1

The Connection Map block contains a n by n matrix which detennines the connectivity between
nodes. In the current model, with 10 nodes this map contains 10 rows and 10 columns where rows
are used for destination nodes and the columns for source nodes. Each entry in the map can take a
probability value between 0 (for stations which cannot be heard by this receiver) to 1 (all packets
from this station can be received). Since there are two ennies in the table for all possible pairs of
nodes, the probability that a packet can be heard over the paths A->B and B->A can be different.
On receiving a packet, the Connection Map block extracts the source address and calculates
whether the packet is to be passed on. If not, the packet is discarded. Each receiver has a copy of
the same connection matrix.
The Collision Detector block looks at the arrival time and packet length to detennine collisions on
the network. The block also provides outputs which an be used to control other blocks in the
simulation. This block passes packets on without delay. This block has the following inputs and
outputs:Busy

this output is set to 1 when there is a packet being transmitted over the network and

owhen the channel is quiet.

Usage this output provides a value equal to the channel utilisation as a value between 0 and
1 where 1 represents 100% utilisation.
suppli~s

a value equal to the number of collisions detected.

ColIs

this output

eflg

this output is set to 1 when there is a collision on the channel and 0 otherwise.

T

this output provides the transmission time for the packet passing through the block.

P

this input supplies the block with the current bit period (l/bit-rate).
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The next block delays the packet by a time equal to its transmission time. The delay is derived from
the T output on the Collision Detector block.
The next block is a switch used to remove collided packets from the system. The switch is
controlled by the Cflg output from the Collision Detector.
Packets which have been not collided are passed to the Bit Error Rate block. This block uses the
CWTent bit-error-rate to determine the probability the one or more bits in the packet has been lost If
the packet contains a bit error, this block discards the packet such that it is not received by the
protocol b!ock.
Finally, the packet is pa3~ed back to the receive input of the protocol block discussed earlier.

2.5 Physical Bit Error Rate and Packet Size
The received bit-error-rate places limitations on the packet sizes that can be transmitted over a radio
LAN. If no forward error correction is used, there is a trade off between the maximum packet
length and the probability of the packet being propagated across the network without error. If
Psucc is the probability of uccessful propagation, L is the length of the packet in bits and Pe is the
bit-error-rate, then
Psucc

= (1

- Pe)L

This equation assumes that the bit errors occur randomly and not in bursts. If Pe and L are varied,
the following set of curves is obtained:-
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Probability Of Error-free Packets v Bit Error Rate
For Various Packet Sizes
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This chart shows that, with no enor correction, the system needs to have a bit-enor-rate of better
than 10-4 if Ethernet-size packets are to be used (up to 1500 bytes or 12000 bits).
In the simulations we have carried out, data packets of 1000 and 5000 bits are used. The chart
above indicates that with these packet sizes, the simulation will work with bit-error-rates better than
10-4 . With bit-error-rates worse than 10-3 , the protocol fails to operate because the large data
packets bave a very low probability of being successfully transferred.

2.6 Hidden Nodes
In the models used in this paper, hidden nodes are simulated by setting up the Connection Map
blocks such that the path between nodes has a limited reliability. If a node only has a 95% chance
of hearing packets from any other node, this implies that 5% of the nodes on the network are
hidden from one or more of the other nodes. Because the connection map contains probabilities,
the connectivity of the network is constantly varying as is likely to be the case in a real network.

3. Reference Protocols
To check the validity of the simulation system, models were constructed for some textbook
protocols to check that the results obtained are correct. These protocols were the Aloha and the
Slotted-Aloha protocols. The simulation results were taken directly from Extend.
The channel utilisation versus channel load curve for the Aloha protocol obtained is as follows:-
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Utilisation
0 . 195833
0 . 17625
0 . 156667
0 . 137083

0.1175
0.0979167
0.0783333
0.05875
0.0391667
0.0195833
o ~------------------~--------~~--~~~
-1 .25
-0 . 5
0.25
-2
Log(Load)
Utilisation v Log(Load)

This curve agrees with the theoretical cUlve with reasonable accuracy.
The same curve for the Slotted-Aloha protocol is:Utilisation

0.40197
0.361773
0.321576
0.281379
0.241182
0 .200985
0.160788
0 . 120591
0 .080394
0.040197
O ~~------~------------------~----~~~
-0.5
-1 . 25
0.25
1
-2
• . • •,w......."

Log10(Load)
Utilisation v Log10(Load)

This shows the expected doubling in utilisation with respect to the Aloha protocol as predicted in
theory.
Both of these simulation were carried out with the following parameters:Transmitting stations:
Bit-error-rate:
Propagation delay:
Packet length:
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4. The Hybrid Asynchronous MAC Protocol
The following results are for the Hybrid MAC when operating asynchronously. The results
confirm those obtained by Ken Biba and also include simulations carried out to look at the protocol
performance under conditions likely to be found in actual networks.
In each case, the utilisation and delay curves are given but in addition, a graph of achieved network
throughput as perceived by a user is also given. The latter curve is more important to someone
considering the purchase of a wireless LAN and it also shows the impact made by MAC protocol
overheads on the overall achievable network throughput
It should also be noted that in a wireless LAN, each receiver will perceive different network
utilisations. For this reason, it is possible for the overall network utilisation to exceed 100%,
particularly when hidden nodes exist
The delay curves given show a maximum delay of 50 packet periods. This is an artificial limit
imposed to ensure that the curve can be plotted. A delay of 50 packet periods is actually an infInite
delay.

4.1 MAC Performance With Error-free Channels
This simulation was carried out with the following parameters:Bit rate:
Transmitting stations:
Bit-error-rate:
Propagation delay:
Mean Packet length:
Control packet length:

2 Mbits/s
10
10-6
10 ~s
2600 bits (60% @ 1000 bits, 40% @ 5000 bits)
160 bits

Speed (bits/s)

1.4317e+006
1.2973e+006
1.163e+006
1.0287e+006
894333
760000
625667
491333
357000
222667
88333 . 3~--~~--~--------~--------~--------~

·2

-1.25

0.25

-0.5
Log10{Load)
Speed v Log10(Load)
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Delay

50
45.2625
40.5249
35.7874
31.0498
26 . 3123
21.5747
16 .8372
12.0996
7.3620 7 t--i'--<-'-;',>""",_"""",,_~
2.62452~--------~--~~~~--------~--------~

-2

-1.25

-0.5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Delay v Log10(Load)

Utilisation

0.8485
0.768747
0.688993
0.60924
0.529487
0.449733
0.36998
0.290227
0.210473
0.13072
0.0509667 ~--~~--~--------~--------~--------~

-2

-1.25

-0.5

0.25

Log(Load)
Utilisation v Log(Load)

These results show that the channel utilisation peaks at 85% at 100% load. This utilisation level
agrees with the result presented in IEEE 802.11/91-92. The throughput curve shows that the
achievable network bit-rate as seen by the user is approximately 1.4 Mbits/s.

4.2 MAC Performance With Error-prone Channels
This simulation was carried out with the following parameters:Bit rate:
Transmitting stations:
Bit-error-rate:
Propagation delay:
Mean Packet length:
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Control packet length:

160 bits

The bit-error-rate for this simulation represents the limit for the protocol as it stands at the moment
since it allows the 5000-bit packets to pass through the network with a 20% probability of success.
Speed (bits/s)

966667
874000
781333
388667
596000
503333
410667
318000
225333
132667

:/:~
..... ... .

.

•

- 1.25

•

4

-0.5

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0.25

Log10(Load)
Speed v Log10(Load)

Delay

50
45.5063
41.0126
36.5189
32.0252
27.5315
23.0378
18.5441
14.0504 . -..."..,.",.
9.55666

,'

" '.

i. .'

~

5.06295~------~~--~:=~~--------~--------~

-2

-1.25

-0.5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Delay v Log10(Load)
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Utilisation

0 .855767
0 .773113
0 . 69046
0 .607807
0 .525153
0 . 4425
0.359847
0 .277193
0 . 194'54
0 . 111887
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0 . 0292333 ~~=-----~--------~------------------~

-2

- 1 . 25

-0.5

0 .25

Log(Load)
Utilisation v Log(Load)

Because of the way the model measures utilisation, these results show the same channel utilisation
of 85% at 100% load.
However, the throughput curve shows that the achievable network throughput has degraded to
approximately 0.97 Mbits/s. This is due to the retransmission of data packets required because of
packet corruption. The control packets suffer less from errors because of their smaller size.

4.3 MAC Performance With High Error Rate Channels
With the current protocol, a high error rate is any error rate worse than 10-4 .
This simulation was carried out with the following parameters:Bit rate:
Transmitting stations:
Bit-error-rate:
Propagation delay:
Mean Packet length:
Control packet length:
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Speed (bits/s)

'f\"

63333.3
58333.3
53333.3
48333.3
43333 .3
38333.3
33333.3
28333.3
23333.3
18333.3

;"

.

.

. '

.

..
.
· . . . .
· . . .
·

13333.3 ~~~----T---------~--------~----·----~

-2

- 1 . 25

-0.5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Speed v Log10(Load)
Delay

50
47 . 5727
45.1454
42 . 718
40.2907
37.8634
35.4361
33.0087
30.5814 . . - _....
28.1541
25.7268~------~~--------~--------~---------,

·2

-1.25

-0.5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Delay v Log10(Load)
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Utilisation

0.835667
0.833003 .
0.83034 \
0.827677
.
0.825013
.
0.82235
0.819687
0.817023
0.81436
0.811697
0.809033 ~--~----~--------~--------~--------~

-2

-1 . 25

-0 . 5

0.25

Log(Load)
Utilisation v Log(Load)

These curves show that the achieved network bit rate has dropped to a very low level. This is due
to the fact that very few 5000-bit data packets are being transferred across the network without
error, although the lOOO-bit packets have a 35% chance of success. This means that the protocol is
spending most of its time carrying out retransmissions.

4.4 MAC Performance With 5 % Hidden Stations
This simulation was carried out with the following parameters:Bit rate:
Transmitting stations:
Bit-error-ratc:
Propagation delay:
Mean Packet length:
Control packet length:
Hidden stations:
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Speed (bits/s)

1.3233e+006
1 .1936e+006
1.064e+006
934408
804791
675174
545557
415940
286323
156706
27088.8 ~~~~--~--------~--------~--------~

·2

-1 . 25

-0 . 5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Speed v Log10(Load)
Delay

50
45.208
40.4161
35.6241
30.8321
26.0402
21.2482
16.4562
11.6643
6.8723
2. 08033 1-------...-o;,;oW~==:......-r------__.----_..
-1 . 25
-0.5
0.25
-2
Log10(Load)
Delay v Log10(Load)
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Utilisation
0.827326
0.746378
0.665429
0.584481
0.503532
0.422584
0.341635
0.260687
0.179738
0.0987895

0.017841 ~~~~--~--------~--------~--------~

-1.25

-2

-0.5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Utilisation v Log10(Load)

These results show that there is only a slight degradation with 5% hidden stations.

4.5 MAC Performance With 10% Hidden Stations
This simulation was carried out with the following parameters:2 Mbits/s
10
10- 6
10 ~s
2600 bits (60% @ 1000 bits, 40% @ 5000 bits)
160 bits
10%

Bit rate:
Transmitting stations:
Bit-error-rate:
Propagation delay:
Mean Packet length:
Control packet length:
Hidden stations:
Speed (bits/s)
1.1112e+006
1.001ge+006
892499
783136
673773
564411
455048
345685
236322
126960

)/ .
.
.

..
..

' /""
.

. .
,,-t'

".:"..,,~<

. . .

17596.9 ~~~----~--------~--------~--------~

-2

-1.25

-0.5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Speed v Log10(Load)
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Delay
50
45.2855
40.5709
35.8564
31.1418
26.4273
21.7128
16.9982
12.2837
7 .56915
2 .85462
-2

-1.25

-0.5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Delay v Log10(Load)

Utilisation
0.763197
0.688177
0.613156
0.538136
0.463115
0.388095
0.313074
0.238054
0.163033
0.0880127
0.0129922
-2

~

-1.25

-0.5

0.25

Log10(Load)
Utilisation v Log10(Load)

With this level of hidden stations, there is about 30% reduction in the maximum network
throughput caused by the increased collision rate.

5. Conclusions
From the results above, it can be seen that the protocol simulated is quite robust and copes quite
well with bit-error-rates of approximately 10-4 and better and with up to 10% hidden nodes. At the
time of writing, the full results were not available for 25% hidden nodes but preliminary figures
indicate that utilisation falls to 54% and the maximum throughput fall s to 600 kbits/s.
The major problem with the protocol at the moment is its poor perfonnance when transmitting
large, Ethernet-sized packets over noisy channels with physical bit-error-rates worse than 10-4.
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Since bit-error-rate depends upon receiver performance and the modulation techniques used, it is
difficult to say what physical bit-error-rates should be expected. For example, infra-red systems
are likely to offer a lower physical bit-error-rate than radio systems.
For the sake of flexibility, we should assume the worst case (i.e. radio) and design the MAC
protocol to cope with all expected conditions. To this end, the following possible modifications to
the protocol would allow its performance to degrade more gracefully over error-prone channels:•

use forward error correction on the packets transmitted. This adds overhead to the
packets and there may be an upper limit on the size of packet to which error
correction can be applied.

•

gradually reduce the MAC data packet size as channel noise increases to increase the
chance of error-free transmission.

If the MAC protocol could detemune the current bit-error-rate, it could dynamically apply one or
both of these techniques dynamically under noisy conditions. This would allow the protocol to
work efficiently under near-error-free conditions, but also to degrade more gracefully in the
presence of noise.

The problem with hidden nodes cannot be readily improved. However, it is worth pointing out that
in a real network, stations will eventually give up attempting to transmit to a station if it is hidden
from radio contact for a finite period of time. This means that in reality, hidden nodes will probably
cause less affect to network performance than the model above implies.
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